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Navigation
CityMapper
Free with: Android and iPhone
The ultimate transit app for complex cities! A to B trip planning with ETA including all modes
(subway, bus, rail, ferry, bike/car sharing, Uber). Real-time departures. Transit maps. Line
status and real-time disruption alerts. Uber integration. Bike routing and live bike share info.
Constant updates. Everything you need -- and may not even realize you need -- to manage your
life in the city. Also available on the web at: https://citymapper.com/nyc (citymapper.com)
Weekender
Free with: Android and iPhone
Construction in NYC is constantly occurring. This work often interrupts normal transit services in
all of the boroughs. Sometimes Google Maps does not register weekend changes in service.
We recommend Weekender to ensure that you don’t step onto a train to suddenly discover that
it skips ten stops and goes straight to Queens! There are also usually signs posted in the
subway stations that alert passengers to scheduled service changes. Of course, changes in
service can occur at any time due to emergency situations, inclement weather, and passenger
interruptions. Be sure to stay alert and listen to any announcements made by your conductor.
Also available on the web at: http://web.mta.info/weekender.html
MTA Bus Time App
Free with: Android and iPhone
View a real-time map showing where buses are in motion along the route. Search your bus by
bus stop, intersection or route. Save your preferences by bus stop name, bus stop i.d.,
intersection or route. Find nearby stops and routes with one click on the map. Get time-based

predictions of how long it will be until the next bus arrives at your stop. Also available through
the web at www.mta.info/bustime . (www.mta.info)
Citi Bike
The Citi Bike App works in conjunction with New York’s city-wide bike sharing program. During
the muggy summer months where biking is permissible, the app functions as a catalyst to get
you riding. Based on the user’s location, the app showcases a map of nearby Citi Bike stations
and directions on how to get to them. The app also lists the number of bikes available at each
station as they are checked in and out, as well as the number of empty spaces where riders can
drop their bikes. (builtinnyc.com)
Waze (for drivers)
Free with: Android and iPhone
Waze was an overnight success, and has become a cult favorite among commuters in the
know, with good reason. By using inputs from other drivers in the area and around the world, it
crowd-sources traffic updates, road hazards, detours, speed cameras, and even police officers
lurking behind the nearest sight-line obstruction. Users can get detailed too, with the ability to
make notes and post photos to be clearer about what lies on the road ahead.
(nydailynews.com)
ParkMe
Free with: Android and iPhone
Locates nearby metered street and garage parking spots. You probably don't own a car, nor do
you desire to do so unless your gains in wealth exceed your ability to spend said wealth on
brunch. But, if on the weekend you rent a car for your summer share with 25 of your least
annoying acquaintances, chances are you will search for free street parking for a frustrating
amount of time and realize you are going to have to spring for a spot. This makes that part
infinitely easier. Also available on the web at: https://www.parkme.com/new-york-city-parking
(thrillist.com)
Uber, Lyft, Juno, or Gett
Free with: Android and iPhone
All of these car service apps are supported in NYC. Each one has its perks and drawbacks, so
we suggest exploring a few to see which app fits your needs. While taxis are an abundant,
convenient, and safe mode of transportation in NYC, car services have been growing in
popularity due to their GPS navigation capabilities and the convenience and safety of being
picked up right in front of your doorstep. Most car services cost around the same price as a taxi
unless surge pricing is in effect, which often happens during rush hour or inclement weather.
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Food and Drinks
Foursquare
Free with Android and iPhone
Foursquare is a technology company that uses location intelligence to build meaningful
consumer experiences and business solutions. The Foursquare City Guide app helps you
discover new places, with recommendations from a community you trust. Find a better
experience, anywhere in the world. Also available on the web at: https://foursquare.com/
(foursquare.com)
Happy Hour
Free with: Android and iPhone
Happy Hour is based on convenient drinking, Happy Hour lets users know which of the various
bars in New York which currently has their happy hour including a list of the drinks that are
served. Extremely simple to use, all that is required of the user is to open the Happy Hour app,
check-in to the bar, and then click on the “start” button to get discounted beverages. As alcohol
is often overpriced during regular operating hours, this app is perfect for those who are looking
for discounted drinks in New York. (appolicious.com)
The Infatuation
Free with: Android and iPhone
The Infatuation is a website, newsletter, mobile app, instagram network, and text message
recommendation service started in 2009 by two guys who wanted to help their friends find not
only great restaurants, but the right restaurant to suit their needs on a particular evening. And
that’s still what The Infatuation is built on today. We strive to write restaurant guides and reviews
that are both entertaining and useful, so that you can find a spot that’s “Perfect For” whatever
you need, be it Date Night or Late Night Eats. The only difference is that these days there are
few more of us on the team, and we have a whole lot more friends.Also available on the web at:
https://www.theinfatuation.com/ (theinfatuation.com)
Open Table
Free with: Android and iPhone
Many trendy and/or high end restaurants use Open Table for reservation scheduling. Getting a
reservation at the more popular restaurants in NYC can be tricky, and Open Table makes it
easy to grab an available time slot. It also sends you reservation reminders with contact
information for the restaurant should you need to reschedule. Also available on the web at:
https://www.opentable.com/start/home
Seamless
Free with: Android and iPhone
Seamless is the best way to order food for delivery and pickup from over 12,000 restaurants
and 80+ cuisine types, Seamless is the nation's largest online and mobile food ordering
company and has made ordering food fun and easy for more than one million members and

many of the world's largest companies. On Seamless you can browse menus, view ratings, read
reviews, and discover great new food delivery restaurants in your neighborhood. On the go?
Download our mobile applications for Apple iPhone and iPad, Android, and BlackBerry to order
food for delivery or pickup. Seamless offers full menus, ratings, reviews, and exclusive
discounts from an extensive network of restaurants in New York, Washington DC, Boston,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, London, and other US cities. Also available
online at https://www.seamless.com/ (seamless.com)
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Todaytix
Free with: Android and iPhone
We’re redefining the way you see theater. Through effortless access to the best shows,
insightful guidance on what’s playing, and thoughtful service at each moment along the way, we
want you to discover the best that your city has to offer on a regular basis. Operating in the
world’s most iconic theater markets, we secure the best discounted and full price last-minute
tickets available for the most sought-after shows in New York City, London’s West End, the San
Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, Seattle, Philadelphia, Connecticut, Boston, Washington D.C.
and Chicago. (https://www.todaytix.com/)
Goings On: The New Yorker
Free with: iPhone
GOINGS ON is a guide to the best of New York City’s cultural life, from the editors of The New
Yorker. The New Yorker offers a signature mix of reporting and commentary on politics,
international affairs, and the arts, along with fiction, poetry, humor, and cartoons. Founded in
1925, The New Yorker has set the standard for reporting and cultural coverage, and has
received more National Magazine Awards than any other magazine. In 2016, The New Yorker
became the first magazine to win a Pulitzer Prize for its writing, bringing home two awards that
year. (itunes.apple.com)
NY Art Beat
$1.99 for Android and iPhone
Browse hundreds of exhibitions happening right now in NYC, sorted by popularity, media, area
or days till end. GPS nearby map to find events within walking distance. Most Popular events list
to find out what’s hot now. Opening receptions listing and other smart lists. Map, directions and
opening times help you get there in one piece. Also accessible via the web free of charge:
http://www.nyartbeat.com/ (nyartbeat.com)
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